
Bi/CNS/NB 150:  Neuroscience

Lecture 2

Wednesday Sept. 30, 2015

Anatomy
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First Discussion section

Tomorrow (Thursday)
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1: pp 5-10 Introduction

Brains evolved
All higher animals have brains
Neurons across species look remarkably similar
How these neurons are connected differs
A hallmark of brains is complexity
Human brains are large and wrinkly and have large frontal cortex

Sept 28
(today)

15: 337-344 Anatomy

The nervous system can be subdivided into regions
The brain is a tube
The brain floats in your skull
NS = PNS + CNS
ANS = PNS + CNS = sympathetic + parasympathetic
Sensorimotor cortices are topographically organized

Sept 30
(Weds)

Discussion 
section

Real human brains
Oct 1
(Thurs)

52: 1165-1185

53: 1187-1194
53: 1218-1227

Development

Most of the complexity of the brain comes from development
It is impossible to create an adult human brain without development
There are relatively simple developmental rules
Development = genes + environment

Oct 2
(Fri)

We emphasize these points from Kandel in Bi/CNS 150

Read Lecture
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Overview, comparisons, evolution
Terms

Gross structure
Spatial orientation
Major pathways
Parts of Cortex

Methods
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The Human Brain in Perspective

~20,000 protein-coding genes in the genome
>100,000 distinct neuronal phenotypes
ca. 85 B neurons
ca. 10^14 connections
astronomical number of ensembles
unbounded number of mental states?

20,000-30,000 neurons per mm3
4 km axons per mm3
2-4 mm cortical thickness
ca. 10^9 synapses under mm2
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Information is encoded in the wiring of the brain.

This depends in large part on experience.
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Human brains are unusually large.

-adult human brains are unusually large
-newborn human brains are unusually small
-humans are very altricial (the opposite of precocious)
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Noteworthy inventions:

--myelin: vertebrates

--neocortex: mammals

--corpus callosum: placental mammals

--large prefrontal cortex: primates

--mirror neurons: primates

--Von Economo neurons: apes
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CNS

Central Nervous System

PNS

Peripheral Nervous System

Afferent (vs. Efferent)

Input (output) to (from) a certain structure

Efferent

Fibers that carry output from a certain structure
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ANS

Autonomic Nervous System

= Central + Peripheral Components

Efferents to smooth muscle, organs

Afferents from cranial nerves (Vagus) and spinal

Peripheral Nervous System
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White matter

Made up of Myelinated Axons (which are white)

Gray Matter

Made up of cell bodies of neurons

Myelin

Fatty substance derived from oligodendrocytes or 
Schwann cells that surrounds axons

For saltatory conduction of action potentials
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Ganglion (ganglia)
Group of cell bodies found in the PNS

Nucleus (nuclei)
Group of cell bodies found in the CNS (not the same as a cell 

nucleus)

Nerve
Bundle of axons found in the PNS (vs. Tract).

Sulcus (sulci)
Inward groove or valley between two gyri on the cortex

Gyrus (gyri)
Outward fold or hill on either side of a sulcus
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Meninges and Ventricles
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•Surrounds brain, closely adherent to skull (no epidural space)

•Two fused layers (periosteal and meningeal) which split to form venous sinuses.

•Thick and leather-like, contains pain receptors (none in arachnoid, pia, or brain)

Dura Mater
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• Closely associated 
with brain and dura 
(no subdural space).

• Subarachnoid space 
where CSF and Blood 
Vessels live

• Does not follow 
surface of brain into 
sulci

• Forms arachnoid 
granulations on the 
dorsal surface

Arachnoid
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• Closely adherent to 
surface of the brain

• Cannot be 
separated without 
destroying cortical 
surface

• Follows vessels as 
they pierce the 
cortex

Pia Mater
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Ventricles
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Flow of Cerebrospinal Fluid
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lumbar puncture
aka “spinal tap”
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Cerebral Ventricles

L

L

3rd

4th
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Hydrocephalus
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There is a blood-brain barrier

-prevents large molecules from passing through
-tight junctions in blood vessels
-separation of CFS from blood
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Orientation
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rostral
anterior

caudal
posterior

dorsal
superior

ventral
inferior
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rostral
superior

caudal
inferior

dorsal
posterior

ventral
anterior

the brain takes a turn at the cephalic flexure
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Horizontal cut
Has symmetry (mirror images)

Long (oval)
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Coronal cut
Has symmetry (mirror images)

round (circle-sort of)
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Sagittal cut
Does not have symmetry
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The Corpus Callosum
Splenium Body Genu

Rostrum
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Inputs and Outputs of the CNS
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12 Cranial Nerves:

1. Olfactory
2. Optic

3: Oculomotor
6: Abducens
4: Trochlear

5: Trigeminal
8: Auditory/ Vestibular

10. Vagus

Eye movements

Touch/Pain
Hearing/ balance

Autonomic

Smell
Sight
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Frontal
lobe

Parietal
Lobe

Temporal
Lobe

Occipital
Lobe

Cerebellum

Brainstem
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contingent on the functional similarity of these regions
across species, a proposition that has yet to be fully inves-
tigated.

Finally, PET imaging has recently been used to explore
the neural bases of object-directed grasping and its obser-
vation in chimpanzees [56] as a window onto the neural
systems involved in social learning and imitation. Relative
to rest, both grasping an object and observing object grasp-
ing activated components of a putative mirror system
believed to be involved in action understanding, including
inferior frontal and lateral temporal cortices. However,
another mirror system component, the inferior parietal
cortex, was only active for execution of object grasping.
It has been suggested that imitation is supported by an
indirect pathway from superior temporal sulcus (STS) to
inferior frontal cortex via inferior parietal cortex, with
inferior parietal cortex supporting the spatial mapping
of observed actions. Thus, the lack of inferior parietal lobe
activation during observation of object-directed grasping
movements might relate to the chimpanzee penchant for
emulation, which involves reproducing only the goals of
actions, over imitation, which also involves reproducing
the specific movements used to achieve the goal [57].

Functional MRI
fMRI is able to measure changes in blood flow without use
of the radioactive tracers required for PET imaging. fMRI
images can also be acquired in less time than it takes to
acquire PET images (fMRI has higher temporal resolu-
tion). The lack of fMRI data from awake chimpanzees
constitutes a crucial gap in our knowledge of comparative
higher primate brain function. The sensitivity of fMRI to
head movement would require either restraint of these

very strong animals, or training them to lie still while
inside a confined, noisy space. This is indeed a formidable
challenge.

Several research groups have succeeded in collecting
fMRI data from awake monkeys. Comparative fMRI stud-
ies have begun mapping the visual systems of humans and
macaque monkeys in detail [58–61]. These studies involve
presenting awake monkeys and humans with identical
visual stimuli and comparing patterns of activation. This
body of research has shown that human early and mid-
level visual areas are located more posteriorly and medi-
ally than their macaque counterparts [59]. For example,
visual motion area MT lies within the STS in macaques,
but typically within either the anterior or inferior occipital
sulcus in humans [62]. Thus, the distance between MT and
primary auditory cortex is much greater in humans than in
macaques, suggesting expansion of the intervening cortex
in humans. These comparative fMRI studies have provided
additional information that can be used as landmarks to
constrain the inter-species registrations mentioned earli-
er. The new information has reinforced conclusions that
parietal and ventral temporal cortices have disproportion-
ately expanded in humans relative to macaque monkeys.
The intraparietal sulcus (IPS) has been a particular region
of focus. It has expanded markedly in humans relative to
macaques, and possesses four regions that are involved in
the perception of three-dimensional structure from motion
(3D-SFM), whereas macaque IPS has only one region with
limited sensitivity to 3D-SFM [58]. Humans also possess a
region in the anterior supramarginal gyrus that is respon-
sive to observation of tool-use actions, a region that is not
activated in tool-experienced monkeys viewing the same
stimulus [61]. The authors proposed that this region

(A)

1x 32x

(C)

(B)

TRENDS in Cognitive Sciences 

Figure 1. Human brains have relatively more association cortex compared to non-human primate brains. (A) The degree of macaque cortical expansion required to warp
macaque to human cerebral cortex (adapted from [20]). (B) Colored regions of chimpanzee cortex must be expanded when warping chimpanzee to human cerebral cortex
(adapted from [21]). (C) Cortical myelin maps in humans (top), chimpanzees (middle), and rhesus macaques (bottom), illustrating the relative amount of lightly myelinated
association cortex across species. More heavily myelinated primary cortices are in color, whereas lightly myelinated association cortex is in gray. Adapted, with permission
from Glasser, M. et al. (2011) Comparative mapping of cortical myelin content in humans, chimpanzees, and macaques using T1-weighted and T2-weighted MRI. Poster
presented at the Society for Neuroscience Annual Meeting, Washington, DC, November 12–16, 2011.

Review Trends in Cognitive Sciences January 2014, Vol. 18, No. 1
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Amount of Macaque brain expansion needed to fit a monkey brain to a human brain
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Primary Motor Cortex
BA 4

Premotor/supplementary
Motor cortex

BA 6

Frontal Eye Fields
BA 8

Broca’s Area
(left side)
BA 44, 45

Prefrontal 
Cortex

(Frontal 
Association 

Areas)
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All sensory input goes through the thalamus
-exception: olfaction

All cortex receives thalamic inputs
-possible exception: frontopolar cortex
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Primary somatosensory cortex
BA 3, 1, 2

Somatosensory association areas
BA 5,7

Angular 
gyrus
BA 39

Supramarginal 
gyrus
BA 40
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Primary 
Visual Cortex

BA 17

Higher level 
visual cortex

BA 18,19
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Wernicke’s 
Area

(left primarily)
BA 22

Temporal 
Visual

Association 
Areas

Temporal pole
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Neocortex is organized into maps

-primary sensory cortices are topographic
-higher-order cortices are next to primary cortices
-there are information processing streams through cortex
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Summary of basic principles

1.  inputs/outputs are contralaterally organized
2.  functional specialization in anatomical regions
3.  hemispheric asymmetry in function
4.  there are functional and anatomical pathways
5. there is massive feedback
6.  terms: parallel, serial, digital, analog, convergence, 
divergence, hierarchy
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Patch Clamp
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polarization fraction contributing to the image; however,
other factors, such as a general increase in the T1 relaxa-
tion time, decrease in T2 and increased susceptibility-
based field inhomogeneity, are all confounding factors at
high field strengths.

There is less debate surrounding the use of high perfor-
mance imaging gradient sets, where higher amplitude
(T/m) and faster rate of change of gradient amplitude (slew
rate in T/m/s) are almost always an advantage. Microscopy
gradient capabilities range upwards to 10 T/m allowing
high resolution and rapid imaging of small samples.

As experiments approach the theoretical limits of spatial
resolution in MRM, the need for increasingly sensitive
radiofrequency coils becomes apparent. Various groups
have explored the use of microcoils (typically single or
multiple turn solenoids with dimensions significantly
smaller than 1 mm) to increase sensitivity in very small
samples. Microcoils have been developed primarily for
small sample NMR spectroscopy applications [3], but the
highest resolution magnetic resonance images obtained
have employed such designs [4,5!,6].

Although this article is not an exhaustive review of the
current MRM literature, it is intended to give the non-
specialist reader a useful overview of current activity and
key applications in this field. We have divided the review
into sections covering what we consider to be the most
significant areas of MRM research and development.

MRM of diffusion
MRM is capable of detecting and quantifying random
molecular motion within tissues and the molecular inter-
actions with restrictive or hindering boundaries. The
popular diffusion tensor model of restricted diffusion
(diffusion tensor imaging or DTI), although limited,
provides a convenient and often acceptable image of
the predominant structural directionality within a voxel
(i.e. three-dimensional volume element) [7] (Figure 2).
DTI has found application in studies of cerebral white
matter tracts, where axonal bundles and fascicles provide
a highly ordered and restrictive environment for water
diffusion. High angular resolution diffusion (HARD)
imaging techniques, such as diffusion spectrum imaging
(DSI), have been proposed to address some of the limita-
tions of DTI, particularly where axonal fibers cross within

94 Analytical biotechnology

Figure 1

1 mm
cubic
voxel

75 µm
cubic
voxel

16 µm
cubic
voxel

Human brain Mouse brain Frog embryo

3 x 1019 water molecules/voxel 1  x 1016 1 x 1014

7 x 1014 detectable spins 9 x 1011 1 x 1010

Clinical MRI Magnetic resonance microscopy

Current Opinion in Biotechnology

(a) (b)

Comparison of (a) clinical MRI with (b) MRM. The key difference is in the spatial resolution, implied by the nominal volume element (voxel)
dimension. The total number of nuclear spins available for imaging also decreases with voxel volume, but can be partly restored by increased
magnetic field strength, which increases the fraction of spins that contribute to the MRM signal. The estimates of detectable spins in this figure
are based on 3 Tesla and 37 8C for human brain, 9.4 Tesla and 37 8C for mouse brain and 11.7 Tesla and 15 8C for frog (Xenopus laevis) embryos.
The number of detectable spins per voxel drops by almost five orders of magnitude between human brain MRI and frog embryo MRM, requiring
significant hardware sensitivity increases to maintain signal-to-noise ratio.

Current Opinion in Biotechnology 2005, 16:93–99 www.sciencedirect.com
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....there could be a quiz next time.....
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